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SHOWS AND EVENTS

TULIP CUP
HOLLAND 4&5 MAY 2019

At the beautiful new venue of Equestrian Centre “De Peelbergen” in Kronenberg, in the southern
province of Limburg, the Netherlands, Wendy Jane Delvalle and her sister Kim Maureen Delvalle
organized the 2019 edition of the Tulip Cup. A joyous weekend filled with friendship, good
atmosphere and beautiful Arabian horses. Nearly 100 horses were entered and the judges for
the weekend were Ms. Claudia Darius, Ms. Bérengère Fayt, Mr. Emrys Jones, Mr. Ferdinand
Huemer and Mr. Cedes Bakker.
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Saturday May 4Th
This ECAHO International B Show started on Saturday
May 4th at 9.30 am, with the class of two years old colts.
I would like to mention that when a class consisted out of
more than five horses, I limit myself to the top five for this
report. For further results I refer to the Tulip Cup’s website
and to Arabian Horse Results. The class of two years old colts
had seven competitors and first in this class became the quite
tall and masculine AJ Elaf (AJ Mardan x AJ Estralla), bred
and owned by Ajman Stud (UAE). A pretty young colt with
a refined head that really looked stallion material. Second
in the class was his stable mate AJ Nawash (Shanghai EA

x Inspired Najla), also for Ajman Stud. This grey colt was
obviously much younger and thus smaller than the number
one, but was at least as pretty with an almost feminine
refinement. Fulger DA (Empire x Formia), bred and owned
by Danubius Arabians from Romania, became third, a
nice dark bay colt with a beautiful Arabian type. Sameh
Al Shahania (FA El Rasheem x Abha Qalams), bred by Al
Shahania Stud (QAT) and owned by Mr. M. Magoob (ISR)
was placed fourth. This bay colt has the most impressive and
refined front but lacked a bit in his movement which put
him just out of the top three. KA Norrin Jooseppi (Magic
Magnifique x Najib’s Naomi), bred and owned by Kanka
Arabians (CZ), did not lack in movement at all and with
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two times 20 and two times 19.5 for his powerful trot this
appealing chestnut ended fifth.
Four three years old colts then made their appearance and
it was the very exotic Ali Khan (Cavalli x Althea), bred
by Brugman Arabians (BE) and owned by Ms. Paula
Böhmer (NL), that took the win in this class. This promising
chestnut has a great attitude, with good tail carriage, a very
nicely shaped neck and beautiful head with bulging eyes. A
well-deserved second place was there for CBA Mattheus
(Fadi Al Shaqab x Maharani CF, bred and owned by
Bouché Arabians (DE). This bay colt is a bit more classic in
type but in my opinion has a better confirmation and wellbuilt body. Magnifique J (Emerald J x Magnificent Lady
J), bred by Jadem Arabians (BE) and owned by Mr. W.
Corty (BE), became third and the high-legged Lanze NWA
(EKS Alihandro x Magdalina NWA), bred by North West
Arabians (DK) and owned by the Mansoor family (DK)
closed the class.
With just one class of yearling colts on the program, the
following class directly included the championship. The
very pretty chestnut Nomad DA (Fayad Al Fayyad x Lady
Cassandra DD), bred by Mr. Dirk Dejonckheere (BE) and
owned by Danubius Arabians (RO) took the Gold Medal
here. A very compact young colt with a beautiful shaped,
refined head. The grey, black born Mahasin de Cartherey
(R’adjah de Cartherey x Wadi’ha de Cartherey), bred by De
Cartherey Arabians (FR) was a bit nervous and showed
a bit of an insecure trot, but nevertheless this strong and
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solid colt convinced the judges of a Silver Medal. AJ Kmran
(AJ Mardan x Kalipso Settimocielo), bred and owned by
Ajman Stud, became third with a Bronze Medal and CP
Djuliano (Shanghai EA x CP Cjulietta v. Shanghai EA),
bred and owned by Mrs. C. Polte-Welbers (DE), followed
as fourth. This grey colt has a pretty head and has an almost
fragile refinement, but is then also very inbred. DA Magic
Diamond (DA Just a Diamond x DA Enfidha), bred and
owned by Diamond Arabians (AUT) was very impressed by
his very first show and drew up fifth.
It was then that the music stopped and the Tulip Cup
organization, together with all officials and Arabian
horse friends, honored Mr. Gijs Eggink, a highly esteemed
ringmaster and DC and very welcome guest at many
Arabian horse shows throughout the years. Despite his severe
illness, Gijs took the time and found the strength to teach and
guide young DC’s during this first part of this Tulip Cup.
Now he said farewell and all said farewell back, wishing
him all strength and comfort one could wish for…..
After this emotional moment and with the classes for the
junior stallions being behind, it was up to the foals to make
their performance. Three colt foals entered the ring and
Sinbad Al Bahar (Dahman Al Mahder x Bess Me Simona),
bred and owned by Ms. Paula Böhmer (NL) won this class
with a Gold Medal. This young, furry foal is very compact
and well-built with a nice short and typical head. The
Silver Medal was for the more mature VDV Illuminate
(Alexxanderr x NA Faramiyah), bred and owned by VDV
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Arabians (BE). This young boy really head a great neck
which he already carried wonderfully. KA Nafal (Fadi Al
Shaqab x AR Nadjarah), bred and owned by Koo Arabians
(NL) was a bit weak in the legs and quite shy, which lead
him to the third place with a Bronze Medal.
In the class of filly foals it was the outstanding (!!!) CBA
Indiyana (Wadee Al Shaqab x Ilena Al Aryes), bred and
owned by Bouché Arabians (DE) that was placed first,
with a very well deserved Golden Medal. A very luxurious
filly foal with a beautiful front, impressive attitude and

exotic head, really almost statuesque. With more than two
full points difference she was followed by Flaxman’s Rania
(W Justice x Papillon KA), bred and owned by Flaxman
Arabians (BE), a typical foal with great movement. VDV
Aphrodite (RFI Farid x Virginia M), bed and owned by
VDV Arabians, took the Bronze Medal home.
In the battle for the Hennie Kuijf Trophy for Best Foal,
it was no surprise that the beautiful CBA Indiyana won
unanimously over the nevertheless endearing Sinbad Al
Bahar.

With just the Liberty Class to follow before the break, it
was the never ending trotter Ebenos (Om El Bellissimo x
Enaam), bred by Janow Podlaski State Stud (POL) and
owned by Flaxman Arabians (BE) who convinced the judges
with success of his victory. What an impressive horse! His
stable mate MM Erasmo (RFI Farid x MM Estefania),
bred by Mario Matt Arabians (AUT) and also owned by
Flaxman Arabians, became second. DA Mosambic (DA
Energetic x Millenia), bred by Darius Arabians (DE) and
owned by Mr. R. Heijmans (NL), is a grey with classical
looks and she was placed third. It was the chestnut Shenika
(Kubinec x Sherruka Al Roban), bred by Mrs. B. Sprave
(DE) and owned by Mrs. T. Bross (DE) that led us into the
lunch break.

Belinda (out of Lyan Al Dameer EA), bred and owned by
Eiad and Amira Safady (NL), who took the lead in this class.
A filly with a great stand-up! The chestnut AJ Nargis (AJ
Mardan x Inspired Najla), bred and owned by Ajman Stud,
was placed second. This full sister of the legendary AJ Norah
maybe did not have the exotic type of the number one, but
overall - in sense of looks, confirmation and movement - in
my opinion was the most complete filly of the class and it was
therefore with a very small difference that she placed second.
DA Mahiba (Lawrence El Gazal x DA Miss Justice), bred
and owned by Diamond Arabians, took the third place and
a bit to my surprise the fourth place was for the appealing
Walisa (AJ Portofino x Wakhida), bred by Husted Arabians
(DK) and owned by M. M. Peretz (ISR).

After the lunch break the classes for junior mares started,
with four entries in the first group of yearling fillies. It was
the very exotic, fine lined FA El Rasheem daughter Fiera

In the second group of yearling fillies, the win was for AJ
Yaziah (AJ Mardan x AJ Yndirah), bred and owned by
Ajman Stud and a grey filly from the dam line of AJ Azzam.
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x Floressah W), who is a bit heavy in the neck but is a very
appealing, classical and typical mare overall. Jenova Kalliste
(SMA Magic One x Shamilah Jina Bea), bred by Kalliste
Arabians (FR) and owned by Eiad and Amira Safady
(NL), closed the top five of this class.

Thumama Stud, stood like a statue; her almost perfect standup brought her the third place. Cadanz Faridah (Shiraz de
Lafon x Cadanz Djamilah), bred and owned by Cadanz
Arabians (NL) closed the ranks as fourth.

Nemesi Regalis (SA Faez Simbad x Nashira By Chawy),
bred by Mr. P. Re (IT) and owned by Mrs. Nayla Hayek,
Hanaya Arabian Stud (CH), undoubtedly won the following
class of three years old mares. A beautiful mare with a short
and typical head, who snored loudly and with an impressive
attitude had both the judges and audience on her side. Taibah
Lembarak (Fadi Al Shaqab x AJ Bayan), bred and owned
by Lembarak Arabians (QAT) drew up second besides
Nemesi Regalis. This eye-catching chestnut mare trotted the
ring without circles and simply exudes class and elegance, a
real joy to watch. The bay Sadan AH (Emerald J x Amirah
VO), bred by Mr. B. Said Anwar (ISR) and owned by Al

From the classes for junior mares the program slowly moved
to the classes for senior mares, with three competitors in the
group of four to six years old mares. The grey Asfurat Al
Sultana (Asfur x S. Sultana), bred by Mr. H. Raja (ISR)
and owned by Eiad and Amira Safady, proudly placed
as number one. With a minimal difference the Straight
Egyptian Hanaya Jazeebah (Kenz Al Baydaa x Imhajaa),
bred and owned by Hanaya Arabian Stud, ended second, a
very exotic mare with great movement. The black Namirah
KA (Tajj x Naminah Bint Nadjhan-D), bred by Klarenbeek
Arabians (NL) and owned by Black Lady Arabians (POL),
also knew how to move but lacked a bit in type in comparison
to her predecessors and thus she ended up third.

The nice and complete Jaydan’s Yuliah (RFI Farid x Forelock’s
Yuliette), bred and owned by Jaydan Arabians (NL), with
her brilliant tail carriage and beautiful neck, showed quite
impressive in the introduction round but did fell a bit out in
her individual round. Nevertheless she gained a beautiful
second place. Salinaa PG (Shanghai EA x Diva of Ajman),
bred by Peretz & Moshav (ISR) and owned by Al Thumama
Stud (QAT) is a typical filly with a very nice stand-up, who
was placed third. Evie Blacklady (Aja Angelo x Enerina),
bred and owned by Black Lady Arabians (POL), closed the
classes of yearling fillies as fourth in this second group.

Six beautiful young fillies entered the ring for the class of two
years old fillies. The first place was for the real beauty Why
Not DA (Emerald J x Wonder Girl), bred and owned by
Danubius Arabians. This very feminine, good moving mare
already knew how to attract attention when she won the
Futurity in Aachen in 2018 and she absolutely did it again
now. AJ Athena (AJ Mardan x AJ Arwa), bred and owned
by Ajman Stud placed second, followed by the chestnut
Budoor Al Shahania (Eden C x Miss Marwan PA), bred by
Al Shahania Stud and owned by VDV Arabians. This mare
won on move from the feminine BA Fiorella (El Palacio VO
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Again a good filled class of seven to ten years old mares,
with seven beautiful mares competing. It was Polish power
that won the first place with a convincing victory. With a
20 for her super strong movements and also a 20 for both
type and head, Piacenza (QR Marc x Primawera), bred by
Michałow State Stud (POL) and owned by Al Shahania
Stud, left all the others behind. However, Tulip Cup 2018’s
Bronze Medal Senior Mares, Questurat Al Fawaz (Al
Raheb AA x HV Ramses Mishaala), bred by Y. Baker (ISR)
and owned by Hanaya Arabian Stud, followed closely. This
mare has an outstanding Arabian type, a real role model for
the Arabian horse, with an exotic, refined and very feminine
look. Hulina (Fire Fighter x Hulala), bred by Bialka
Stud (POL) and owned by Black Lady Arabians (POL),
placed third, followed by the Egyptian beauty Sabbouha Al
Moghazy (Ezz Ezzain x Nadina), bred by Al Moghazy
Stud (EGY) and owned by Hanaya Arabian Stud. The bay
mare Johara Morab (Cullinan El Lethyf x Joia Fly NVC),
bred by Mr. & Mrs. Morato Do Amaral (BRA) and owned
by Eos Arabians (DE) closed the top five.
The last class of the day was the class of eleven years and
older mares. This class was won by the bay beauty Maharani
CF, a proud and snorting Psytadel daughter (out of Mara
III), bred by Cafra Arabians (DE) and owned by Bouché
Arabians. The Straight Egyptian mare Noor Magidaa
LDA (Mishaal HP x Illa Magidaa LDA), bred by LD
Arabians (USA) and owned by Hanaya Arabian Stud,
placed second with only 0.13 points difference and Naminah
Bint Nadjhan-D (Nadjhan Ibn Piwonia x NA Galilea),

bred by Dion Arabians (BE) and owned by Black Lady
Arabians (POL) brought the first day of the Tulip Cup 2019
to an end with her third place.
All handlers, owners and spectators went home satisfied or
returned towards their hotel for refreshing drinks, a proper
meal and a good night of catching up.

Sunday May 5th
After a good night of sleep, the second day of the Tulip Cup
2019 started at 10.00 am with the ridden and gelding
classes. In the first ridden class of Western Pleasure it was the
combination of Prussia MI (Abha Qatar x Parada) with
is rider Juan Murillo that looked quite impressive, but
this stallion was a bit of a handful and did not intend to
complete the program properly. That made that this very
good looking combination was placed fourth. The grey MJ
Wild Narciza (Profender KA x MJ Cantress), ridden by
Ms. K. de Bruyn, looked very relaxed and this combination
very smoothly followed all instructions, which lead to a
very well-deserved first place. MJ Cantress (JK Catalyst
x SH Enchantress) made a very striking combination
with Ms. J. Loockx, a lot of synergy came from them and
therefore this mare was allowed to draw up second besides
her daughter, what a sight! MJ Morania (Morowan KA
x AHC Esfania) and her rider Ms. G. van Keulen were
placed third.
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The first ridden class was followed by the class for junior
geldings, including championship and the typical and
slender built gelding Cadanz Ghazal (Shiraz de Lafon x
Cadanz Djamilah), bred and owned by Cadanz Arabians
(NL) conquered the Gold Medal. This young gelding really
gave away a good presentation. FA Olympus (Etoryk x
Redwood Lodge Odessa Estopa) was white as snow and
moved tremendously! He therefore was allowed to take the
second place with a well-deserved Silver Medal. Rabeh Al
Sayed (Eden C x Delight’s Diva), bred by Al Sayed Stud
and owned by Mrs. H. de Zwaan (NL) placed third and
took the Bronze Medal home.
This halter class was alternated with another ridden class,
that of the Hunter Pleasure. By far the most balanced
combination in this class were Hahdes Farahscha (Warandes
Pascha x VD Ivanka) and Mrs. J. Hahn. A solid, well
moving mare who seamlessly went there where here rider
subtly guided her. NH Fahd Acru (Nibakan El Jerez x NH
Jamilla) and his rider Mrs. H. Ceuppens became second,
while the muscular, white Postar (Om El Bellissimo x
Pomerania) with rider Lisa-Marie Heckenbuecker placed
themselves third. Palermo KA (Tajj x Precious) with his
rider Ms. C. Schilperpoort had to settle for the fourth place
due to some inconsistencies.
And another interruption of the ridden classes followed,
with the class and championship of the senior geldings.
The ultimate moving machine Nabeel Al Nasser (EKS
Alihandro x Noof Al Nasser), bred by Al Nasser Stud (QAT)
and his owner and handler Koen Hennekens run to the first
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place with fervor and thus won the Gold Medal. A real solid,
typical gelding with unprecedented movements. The athletic
Badr Al Jawhar (BB Jawhar El Than x Passada’s Pachana),
bred and owned by Ms. Paula Böhmer (NL), also run a
neat round without circles with his handler Dede Kpabitey,
which lead to a very good second place and Silver Medal.
DA Hadaya (Arjuno x Palisa), bred by Dolisa Arabians
(NL) and owned by Mrs. J. Godee (NL) ended third with a
Bronze Medal.
Seven combinations entered the ring for the last ridden class
of the day, that of the Classic Pleasure. With a very neat
performance, SA Giacomo (Mel Rintin x Lajla) and his
rider Mrs. S. van Heesch were placed fourth. The beautiful
gelding Postar and Lisa-Marie Heckenbuecker came out
better in the Classic Pleasure with a more balanced test,
which lead to a second place. Also Palermo KA and Mrs. C.
Schilperpoort appearently preferred the style of the Classic
Pleasure, since they now ended on a well-deserved third
place. The top five in this ridden class was completed by Mrs.
J. Hahn with Hahdes Farahscha and Mrs. T. Bross with AR
Manisha’h (AR Sivmayall x Aicha SVA).
With the end of the Classic Pleasure the morning program
came to an end and the entire audience was treated to a
festive reception with champagne in the main ring, to
welcome the promising new stallion at Jadem Arabians:
Haash OSB (Dominic M x Partyssima OSB), bred and
owned by Mrs. Olivia Strauch from Uruguay. While the
spectators took a sip of sparkling goodness, Jadem Arabians’
main handler Frederik van Sas introduced the exotic and
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refined bay colt, who immediately persuaded some breeders as
the next match for their mare.
After the lunch break, there were three more halter classes to
follow before the championships could start and that were the
classes for senior stallions.
In the class of four to six years old stallions, best of the two
competitors was Matteo AH (Emerald J x JPJ Talai), bred
by Mr. A. Halak (ISR) and owend by Mr. A. Leila (BE). A

proper bay colt that has a beautiful head and neck. The Polish
bred stallion Woj (Empire x Waranga), bred by Michałow
State Stud and owned by Flaxman Arabians, showed
powerful but lacked a bit in points for head compared to the
number one and therefore gained the second place.
The beautiful, exotic typed stallion with bulging black eyes
Mahder Al Jamal (Nader Al Jamal x Mahity El Jamaal),
bred and owned by Mr. J. Mattens (BE), took the unanimous
win in the class of seven to ten years old stallions. This

impressive grey stallion is a real eye-catcher! What Mahder
Al Jamal achieved with three times 20 for head, the second
placed Etoryk (Om El Shahmaan x Etnologia) achieved
with three times 20 for his superb movements. This grey
stallion bred by Janow Podlaski State Stud (POL) and
owned by Flaxman Arabians left the audience behind
with goose bumps on their arms and sand in their hair.
Matiullah Khan (Abha Qatar x Zarqa Moefezaa’a),
bred by Ms. N. van Geloven (NL) and owned by Fysio’s
Arabians (NL) also is a big mover but his performance
was a bit off compared to the other two show canons,
maybe also due to the fall he made after which he showed
more careful.

The grey Straight Egyptian stallion Kamal (Authentic
Kharazi x Shaula), bred by Svensrud Arabians (NO)
and owned by Mr. E. Bjerke (NO) became second.

There were two last competitors in the class of eleven years
and older stallions and here the snow white AR Fayyim
(Valerio Ibn Eternity VI x Aicha SVA), bred by Arabian
Ranch (NL) and owned by Ms. M. van Heiningen (NL)
won. This showy stallion really was in a very good show
condition and showed the movements we all know him for.

After awarding the best Dutch horses of the show, the judges
gathered for the championship of Best Gelding. Nabeel El
Nasser, the champion senior gelding and Cadanz Ghazal,
the champion junior gelding, both battled for the highest
honor and with one vote difference the big mover Nabeel
El Nasser was chosen as Best Gelding.

With all halter classes passed, the series of Championships
could begin, as a crown on this special show weekend.
The first award to be granted was the “Holland’s Best
Award”, which went to Ms. Paula Böhmer for her colt
foal Sinbad Al Bahar. The second place in this category
was Cadanz Arabians with their junior gelding Cadanz
Ghazal, followed by Ms. Amira Safady with her beautiful
homebred filly Fiera Belinda.
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In the championship for yearling fillies it was the beautiful
grey AJ Yaziah that won the Gold Medal for her owner
Ajman Stud, followed by Dutch pride, Fiera Belinda, with
a Silver Medal and the charming AJ Nargis with Bronze.
Nemesi Regalis took the Gold Medal home to Hanaya
Arabian Stud in Switzerland in the championship junior
mares and the deep dark bay Why Not DA conquered Silver
for Romania. AJ Athena took the Bronze Medal from
Taibah Lembarak with only one point difference, which I
think is a pity since I believe the latter is such a charming
and feminine mare.
The championship for junior stallions was an exciting fight
and AJ Elaf only just prevented a tie with one vote difference
and gained the Gold Medal. The promising and exotic colt
Ali Khan kept the Silver Medal in the Netherlands for his
owner Paula Böhmer and CBA Mattheus rightly so had a
place on the podium with a Bronze Medal.
With a unanimous vote it was the charisma and grandeur
of the outstanding Piacenza that convinced the judges
of the Gold Medal, followed by the exotic Questurat Al
Fawaz that I so really liked and who improved her 2018
achievement. Maharani CF gained the Bronze Medal for
Bouché Arabians, just like her son did in the championship
before.
It was also no real surprise that the fairytale stallion Mahder
Al Jamal achieved the first place with a Gold Medal in the
championship for senior stallions, with Matteo AH taking
the Silver Medal. With his outstanding movements and
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great attitude and charisma, Etoryk also rightly so deserved
a place in the top three and he won the Bronze Medal.
And then came the moment for the last two trophies to be
awarded. One to be granted by the judges and one to be
granted by the peoples’ vote. The price for Most Classic Head
of Champions was given by the judges to the unbelievably
pretty and outstanding filly foal CBA Indiyana, to great joy
of her owners Bouché Arabians.
Finally, as jewel in the crown, the Tulip Cup itself was to
be awarded to the Best in Show. This award was given by
the audience, by gathering in the ring around the horse of
one’s choice. With great pleasure the substantial part of the
audience gathered around the adorable and super refined filly
foal, and therefore CBA Indiyana in the end could add Best
in Show to the achievements of Gold Medal filly foals, Henny
Kuijf Trophy winner as Best Foal and Most Classic Head of
Champions winner. An unbelievably good achievement for
such a young little horse, I am very curious what we will see
and hear from her in the future!
As a tradition, the audience could take as much tulips as they
could carry from the colorful decorations in and around the
ring when leaving the venue after this last award ceremony.
And with their arms full of flowers and their heads full
with great impressions, everyone returned home, satisfied
and elated, already in great expectations for the Tulip
Cup 2020 next year. Wendy, Kim and your entire team of
precious volunteers: thank you so very much for another great
show weekend, in name of all owners, handlers, riders and
spectators! Really looking forward to the next edition! q
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GOLD MEDAL FILLY FOALS
CBA INDIYANA

WADEE AL SHAQAB | ILENA AL ARYES - B&O: BOUCHÉ ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL COLT FOALS
SINBAD AL BAHAR

DAHMAN AL MAHDER | BESS ME SIMONA - B&O: MRS. P.A.M. BOHMER
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GOLD YEARLING FILLIES
AJ YAZIAH

AJ MARDAN | AJA SABIBAAJ MARDAN | AJ YNDIRAH
B&O: AJMAN STUD

SILVER YEARLING FILLIES

BRONZE YEARLING FILLIES

FA EL RASHEEM | LYAN AL DAMEER EA
B&O: MR. & MRS. SAFADY

AJ MARDAN | INSPIRED NAJJLA
B&O: AJMAN STUD

FIERA BELINDA
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AJ NARGIS

GOLD JUNIOR MARES
NEMESI REGALIS

SA FAEZ SIMBAD | NASHIRA BY CHAWY NA
B: MR. P. RE - O: HANAYA STUD

SILVER JUNIOR MARES

BRONZE JUNIOR MARES

EMERALD J | WONDER GIRL
B&O: DANUBIUS ARABIANS

AJ MARDAN | AJ ARWA
B&O: AJMAN STUD

WHY NOT DA

AJ ATHENA
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GOLD JUNIOR STALLIONS
AJ ELAF

AJ MARDAN | AJ ESTRELLA
B&O: AJMAN STUD

SILVER JUNIOR STALLIONS

BRONZE JUNIOR STALLIONS

CAVALLI | ALTHEA
B: BRUGMAN ARABIANS - O: MRS. P.A.M. BOHMER

FADI AL SHAQAB | MAHARANI CF
B&O: BOUCHÉ ARABIANS

ALI KHAN
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CBA MATTHEUS

GOLD SENIOR MARES
PIACENZA

QR MARC | PRIMERA MARC
B: MICHALOW STATE STUD - O: AL SHAHANIA STUD

SILVER SENIOR MARES

BRONZE SENIOR MARES

AL RAHEB AA | HV RAMSES MISHAALA
B: MR. Y. BAKER - O: HANAYA STUD

PSYTADEL | MARA III
B: MRS. B. SCHWARZ CAFRA ARABIANS - O: BOUCHÉ ARABIANS

QUESTURAT AL FAWAZ

MAHARANI CF
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GOLD SENIOR STALLIONS
MAHDER AL JAMAL

NADER AL JAMAL | MAHITY EL JAMAAL
B&O: MR. J. MATTENS

SILVER SENIOR STALLIONS

BRONZE SENIOR STALLIONS

EMERALD J | JPJ TALAI
B: MR. A. HALAK AH ARABIANS - O. MR. A. LEILA ASHKAR LEILA

OM EL SHAHMAAN | ETNOLOGIA
B: JANOW PODLASKI STATE STUD
O: MR. & MRS. HENNEKENS - VAN NES (FLAXMAN ARABIANS) FLAXMAN

MATTEO AH
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MOST CLASSIC HEAD OF CHAMPION
BEST FOAL / BEST IN SHOW
CBA INDIYANA

WADEE AL SHAQAB | ILENA AL ARYES - B&O: BOUCHÉ ARABIANS
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HOLLAND’S BEST AWARD
SINBAD AL BAHAR

DAHMAN AL MAHDER | BESS ME SIMONA - B&O: MRS. P.A.M. BOHMER

BEST GELDING
NABEEL AL NASSER

EKS ALIHANDRO | NOOF AL NASSER
B: AL NASSER STUD AL NASSER STUD - O: FLAXMAN ARABIANS
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